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Chaos Guitars prototype guitars complete.  
R&D will be put in the hands of actual local musicians. 

 

Fogelsville, P.A.: Chaos Guitars has completed work on the first four guitar prototypes 

that they will be putting on the market. They have decided to let local musicians be a 

big part of the research and development phase of the project. Chaos Guitars 

believes this will not only encourage pre-sales but help to provide a better product.  

Musicians are encouraged to “sign up to test” on their website and if chosen and 

agree to the damage terms the musician will be given a prototype for an agreed upon 

length of time for gigs and in return will provide their honest feedback and changes 

they would like to see 

 

Musicians are encouraged to sign up to test on their website and if chosen and agree 

to a few terms the musician will be given a prototype for an agreed upon length of 

time and/or gigs and in return will provide their honest feedback and changes they 

would like to see. When asked why not do the R&D in house the founder of Chaos 

Guitars, Dave Kite said: “Doing it in house seems silly to me, I already know what I 

want out of a guitar but I’m not the one buying it”. While it will be our own brand it will 

not be manufactured! Each one will still be hand built and therefore no two will be 

identical. After all, that is the true meaning of custom”. 

 

The first line of prototypes has been labeled the E.L. Series for now but that may 

change before final release. They are only being offered in four standard colors. 

❖ Blight Blue – Gloss Blue 

❖ Reactor Green – Gloss Neon Yellow/Green 

❖ VioleNt – Gloss Violet 

❖ Bludgeoned Brown – Matte Dark Red/Brown 

 

 

They will also have the option of Three completely different electronic packages to 

choose from. Release to the public is planned for mid-2019 but Chaos Guitars is 

already taking orders. 

 

About Chaos Guitars: Chaos Guitars is a custom guitar shop located in Fogelsville, 

P.A. Founded in 2015, Chaos Guitars is the custom and design experts and have 

built custom guitars for clients all over the United States. We take extreme pride in 

our customer service and attention to detail. We believe in treating our clienteles like 

family and thrive on the one on one relationship created by building a custom guitar 

for a client. 
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